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SJ HYBRID insole
The new SJ Hybrid insole is developed with an 
exceptional perforated structure. This ensures 
Lightness, Air Breathability and Comfort all day 
long. The SJ Hybrid insole takes full-surface 
foot support to the next level while maintaining 
all other features such as Shock Impact zone, 
Arch support, Shock Absorption, Electro Static 
Discharge. With the SJ Hybrid insole, your feet 
will feel comfortable and fresh all day long.

*the SJ-3FIT insole is not the standard  
insole, it can be ordered separately.

SJ-3FIT technology*

Safety on the work floor is crucial, however good fitting safety footwear is key for 
comfortable feet! The SJ-3FIT technology was engineered to guarantee an optimal fitting 
because when safety shoes fit perfectly, you will have more grip leading to more safety.

 ● outstanding features
 ● flexible more width concept
 ● optimal absorption in the heel and forefoot
 ● support through the midfoot pelotte
 ● built-in climate regulation through perforated microfiber
 ● skin friendly according to Öko-Tex
 ● suitable for ESD shoes
 ● washable at 30 °C
 ● EU 36 - 47 | UK 3.5 - 12 | US 4 - 13 | CM 23.5 - 31

EXTREME 

LIGHTSAFETY SHOES

NARROW
FOOT

NORMAL
FOOT

WIDE
FOOT

SHOCK ABSORPTION & SHOCK IMPACT ZONE

ELECTRO STATIC 
DISCHARGE

ARCH SUPPORT

PREMOULDED ERGONOMIC 
LIGHTWEIGHT INSOLE
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NANO CARBON  
toecap
Innovative Carbon Nanofiber 
material makes these safety 
toes the lightest and most 
advanced safety toe available 
on the market. The weight of 
the SJ Nano Carbon toe cap 
is 50% less than a traditional 
steel safety toe cap and 40% 
less than a standard composite 
toe cap. The toe cap will not 
conduct heat nor cold, will not 
activate metal detectors, is non-
magnetic, and static free, thus 
ensuring safety first!

PUNCTURE RESISTANT LIGHTWEIGHT midsole
The puncture resistant midsole is made of Aramid (woven fabrics with high tenacity) which 
make these safety shoes light and metal free. It prevents puncture flesh wounds which are 
particularly awful and can lead to dangerous infections and/or permanent foot damage. 
The midsole is also flexible, which leads to more comfortable walking.

SRC certified slip resistance
The SRC standard meets the requirements of both 
SRA and SRB, meaning the slip resistance of the 
outsole was tested on a ceramic tile wetted with a 
dilute soap solution and on smooth steel plate with 
glycerol. Safety Jogger’s slip resistant outsoles pass 
both tests with glance and do not only fulfill the 
minimum standards, but exceed them remarkably.

SRC
SLIP RESISTANCE

OIL RESISTANT
PHYLON

TECHNOMESH lining
The breathable technomesh keeps your feet dry and 
comfortable. As you walk, air is pushed and circulated 
through the fibers allowing the skin to breathe. 360° 
foam guarantees a great support feeling around the 
foot.

NANO CARBON
ULTRA LIGHT TOECAPBREATHABLE 
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ABSOLUTE S1P LIGERO S1P

NAV NAV

Sole Impact phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Puncture resistant lightweight

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole SJ Hybrid

Category S1P / SRC ESD

Size range EU 36-47 • UK 3.5-12 • US 4-13 • CM 23.5-31

Extreme light navy mid-cut 
ESD safety shoe

Get more work done 
and stop wasting 
time dealing with sore 
muscles or aching 
feet. Our extreme light 
collection of stylish, 
comfortable work shoes 
is designed to provide 
all-day comfort.

EXTREME
LIGHT

Sole Impact phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Puncture resistant lightweight

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole SJ Hybrid

Category S1P / SRC ESD

Size range EU 36-47 • UK 3.5-12 • US 4-13 • CM 23.5-31

Extreme light navy low-cut 
ESD safety shoe

Slip resistant soles are 
one of the most vital 
elements in safety 
footwear. Every safety 
shoe standard says 
safety footwear must 
have at least one type of 
slip resistant sole.

SRC
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ABSOLUTE S1P LIGERO S1P

BLKBLK

Sole Impact phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Puncture resistant lightweight

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole SJ Hybrid

Category S1P / SRC ESD

Size range EU 36-47 • UK 3.5-12 • US 4-13 • CM 23.5-31

Extreme light black mid-cut ESD safety shoe

Static discharges 
can ignite flammable 
mixtures and damage 
electronic components. 
ESD footwear prevents 
a build-up of static 
electrical charges in the 
human body by sending 
them to the ground in a 
very safe and controlled 
manner.

ESD
electro

static
discharge

Sole Impact phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Puncture resistant lightweight

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole SJ Hybrid

Category S1P / SRC ESD

Size range EU 36-47 • UK 3.5-12 • US 4-13 • CM 23.5-31

Extreme light black low-cut ESD safety shoe

SJ-3FIT
Good fitting safety 
footwear is key for 
comfortable feet! The 
SJ-3FIT technology was 
engineered to guarantee 
an optimal fitting. As a 
result you will have more 
grip leading to more 
safety.
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BRIO S2LIGERO S1P

ORA WHT

Sole Impact oil resistant phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole -

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole Ergonomic breathable SJ Hybrid

Category S2 / SRC ESD

Size range EU 36-47 • UK 3.5-12 • US 4-13 • CM 23.5-31

White low-cut safety shoe, designed for the 
food industry

Get more work done 
and stop wasting 
time dealing with sore 
muscles or aching 
feet. Our extreme light 
collection of stylish, 
comfortable work shoes 
is designed to provide 
all-day comfort.

EXTREME
LIGHT

Sole Impact phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Puncture resistant lightweight

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole SJ Hybrid

Category S1P / SRC ESD

Size range EU 36-47 • UK 3.5-12 • US 4-13 • CM 23.5-31

Extreme light orange low-cut ESD safety 
shoe

Get more work done 
and stop wasting 
time dealing with sore 
muscles or aching 
feet. Our extreme light 
collection of stylish, 
comfortable work shoes 
is designed to provide 
all-day comfort.

EXTREME
LIGHT
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SHARK S3

BLK

Sole Impact oil resistant Phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Flexible light puncture resistant

Lining Breathable technomesh + unbranded waterproof 
membrane

Insole Ergonomic breathable SJ Hybrid

Category S3 / SRC ESD WR

Size range EU 35-47 • UK 3-12 • US 3.5-13 • CM 23-31

High-cut lightweight allround tactical boot

Get more work done 
and stop wasting 
time dealing with sore 
muscles or aching 
feet. Our extreme light 
collection of stylish, 
comfortable work shoes 
is designed to provide 
all-day comfort.

EXTREME
LIGHT
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Sole Impact oil resistant Phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Flexible light puncture resistant

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole Ergonomic breathable SJ Hybrid

Category S3 / SRC ESD

Size range EU 38-47 • UK 5-12 • US 5.5-13 • CM 25-31

Mid-cut lightweight allround tactical boot

SJ-3FIT
Good fitting safety 
footwear is key for 
comfortable feet! The 
SJ-3FIT technology was 
engineered to guarantee 
an optimal fitting. As a 
result you will have more 
grip leading to more 
safety.

DRAGON S3 KOMODO S3

BLK BLK

Sole Impact oil resistant Phylon + natural rubber

Toecap Nano carbon

Midsole Flexible light puncture resistant

Lining Breathable technomesh

Insole Ergonomic breathable SJ Hybrid

Category S3 / SRC ESD

Size range EU 35-47 • UK 3-12 • US 3.5-13 • CM 23-31

Low-cut lightweight allround tactical boot

METAL FREE
Metal free safety shoes 
are in general lighter 
than regular safety 
shoes. They are also 
very beneficial for 
professionals who have 
to pass through metal 
detectors several times 
a day.



icons OVERVIEW
LIGHTWEIGHT 
Ultra light safety shoes

WATERPROOF 
Waterproof safety shoes

WATER REPELLENT UPPERS 
Safety shoes with a water repellent upper

ANTISTATIC 
Antistatic safety shoes

SRC/SRA
Safety shoes with a slip resistant outsole

TOECAP 
Safety shoes with a composite/steel/nano carbon toecap

PUNCTURE RESISTANCE 
Safety shoes with a puncture resistant outsole

METAL FREE 
Metal free safety shoes

ESD 
Safety shoes with ElectroStatic Discharge

OIL AND FUEL RESISTANT 
Safety shoes with an oil and fuel resistant outsole

HEEL ENERGY ABSORPTION 
Safety shoes with heel energy absorption

BREATHABLE UPPER 
Safety shoes with a breathable upper
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international SIZE conversion chart

Certificates

MEN SIZES

EU 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

UK 3 3.5 4 5 6 7 7.5 8 9 10 10.5 11 12 13

US 3 4 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8 9 10 10.5 11.5 12 13 13.5

CM 23 23.5 24 25 25.5 26 26.5 27 28 28.5 29.5 30 31 31.5

WOMEN SIZES

EU 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

UK 3 3.5 4 5 6 6.5 7 8

US 5.5 6 6.5 7.5 8 9 9.5 10.5

CM 23 23.5 24 25 25.5 26 26.5 27

JUMP SIZES

EU 35/36 37/38 39/40 41/42 43/44 45/46

UK 3 3.5 4 5 6 6.5

US 5.5 6 6.5 7.5 8 9

CM 23 23.5 24 25 25.5 26

ASTM
OHSC
JIS

LA
SNI
SIRIM

EN20345
AS/NZS2210.3.2009
GOST
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